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We have performed kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC! simulations of benzene tracer diffusion in Na–Y
for various loadings and temperatures to test the analytical diffusion theory presented in Paper I of
this series. Our theory and simulations assume that benzene molecules jump among SII and W sites,
located near Na1 ions in 6-rings and in 12-ring windows, respectively. Our diffusion theory is based
on a mean field approximation~MFA! which yieldsDu 5 1

6kuau
2 , whereau > 11 Å is the mean

intercage jump length and 1/ku is the mean supercage residence time. KMC simulations ofD(u),
ku , andau at 300 and 400 K show that our MFA is essentially exact for loadings that allow SII site
vacancies, and that the concentration dependence is controlled byku . For higher loadings, the MFA
error is independent of temperature, and increases roughly linearly with loading to a maximum
value of ca. 25%, resulting from correlated motion. We present an analytical theory for such
correlated motion at infinite vacancy dilution, which predicts the corresponding KMC simulated
diffusivities to within statistical Monte Carlo error. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Significant effort has been devoted to understanding
fusion in zeolites,1,2 since transport properties play a cent
role in catalytic and separation processes3 using zeolites.4

Understanding the diffusion of aromatics in faujasite ty
zeolites5–13 is particularly important because of persiste
discrepancies among different experimental probes
mobility.1,13We have recently reported the results of analy
and simulation that greatly simplify our picture of benze
tracer diffusion in Na–Y, by focusing on the dynamics
cage-to-cage motion.12,14–20Cage-to-cage migration is illus
trated in Fig. 1, which shows the tetrahedral connectivity
supercages in Na–Y. In Paper I of this series,18 we derive
simple analytical expressions for the temperature and loa
dependence of benzene diffusion in Na–Y. In the pres
article we report the results of kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC!
simulations12,21,22 of benzene diffusion in Na–Y at finite
loadings to test theoretical assumptions made in Paper I

Our tracer diffusion theory is based on a mean field
proximation ~MFA! which assumes that instantaneous b
zene occupancies in different Na–Y supercages are ident
This yieldsDu51

6kuau
2, whereau>11 Å is the mean inter-

cage jump length and 1/ku is the mean supercage residen
time. We note that the expressionDu51

6kua2 is sometimes
assumed1 to be exact for jump diffusion in cage-type ze
lites. Below we will show that our MFA gives quantitativ
agreement with simulation for low to moderate loadings, a
deviates from simulation at high loadings by no more th
25%. As such, these KMC simulations will demonstrate th

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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while Du51
6kua2 can be a very useful formula, it is indee

only an approximate one.
Pulsed field gradient~PFG! NMR diffusivities for aro-

matics at high loadings in Na–X decrease rapidly w
concentration.23 This effect has been attributed to the dim
nution of molecular free volume in Na–X leading to reduc
mean jump lengths and hence to smaller diffusi
coefficients.23 Our simulation results will suggest that th
interpretation may need to be reconsidered. Indeed, our
sults will show that the mean intercage jump lengthin-
creaseswith loading. This finding implies that the loadin
dependence of PFG NMR diffusivities is controlled inste
by the cage-to-cage rate coefficient.

Our MFA neglects statistical correlation between jum
when, e.g., a random walker jumps into a W site separating
nearly empty and full cages. The next jump for that rand
walker, although uncorrelated from the last jump in the se
of Poisson statistics, is more likely to end up in the nea
empty cage. In the absence of percolation24 these correlation
effects can be relatively minor; they are nonetheless inter
ing from a theoretical viewpoint. Below we present an an
lytical theory for such correlated motion at infinite vacan
dilution, which predicts the corresponding KMC simulate
diffusivities to within statistical Monte Carlo error.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Sec. II we review our analytical diffusion theory, in Sec. I
we discuss the simulation methodology and converge
properties, and in Sec. IV we discuss the resulting conc
tration and temperature dependence ofD(u), ku , andau . In
Sec. V we present our theory of correlated motion, and
Sec. VI we conclude by speculating on the applicability
8/108(5)/2162/8/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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his approach for modeling other host–guest diffusion s
tems.

II. REVIEW OF ANALYTICAL DIFFUSION THEORY

A. Mean field lattice model

We model benzene tracer diffusion in Na–Y by repla
ing the zeolite framework with a three-dimensional lattice
binding sites. In this system benzene has two predomin
binding sites.8,12,15 In the primary site, denoted as SII , ben-
zene is facially coordinated to a supercage 6-ring, 2.70
above Na~II !. In the secondary site, denoted as W, benzen
centered in the 12-ring window separating adjacent su
cages, ca. 5.3 Å from the SII site. Figure 2 shows a minimum
energy hopping path connecting the SII and W sites.12 Bind-
ing sites at Na~I!, Na~I8), and Na~III ! are not included in our
model because Na~III ! is negligibly occupied in Na–Y~Si:Al
52.0!, and because benzene cannot enter the smaller sod
cages or hexagonal prisms containing Na~I8) and Na~I! cat-
ions, respectively.

The lattice of benzene binding sites in Na–Y is depic
schematically in Fig. 3, with cubes representing superca
and cube vertices representing binding sites. Figure 3 sh
that each Na–Y supercage contains four tetrahedrally
ranged SII sites and four tetrahedrally arranged, doub
shared W sites. The jump connectivity among sites in
model can be understood from Fig. 3 by allowing jum
along cube edges~SII↔W! and along cube face-diagona
~SII↔SII and W↔W!. Jumps along cube diagonals are n
included because the supercage center presents a rather
energy configuration.

Our tracer diffusion theory18 is based on a mean fiel
approximation ~MFA! which assumes that instantaneo
benzene occupancies in different Na–Y supercages are i
tical. This idea is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4, showi
in ~a! an instantaneous configuration of benzenes at a ce
loading with either completely filled or empty sites. Figu
4~b! illustrates mean field theory at the same loading as~a!,
with all sites equivalent and partially blocked. When appli
to calculating the diffusion coefficient,18 this MFA yields

FIG. 1. Tetrahedral connectivity of supercages in the Na–Y unit cell. B
represent supercage ‘‘sites’’ and sticks represent cage-to-cage jumps.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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D(u) 5 1
6kuau

2, whereau is the mean intercage jump lengt
and 1/ku is the mean supercage residence time. In this s
tion we review our analytical theory forku ,18 and discuss its
agreement with previous kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC!
simulations.19

B. Supercage residence times

In Paper I we showed thatku5k•k1•P1, where P1

5@11Keq~1→2!#21 is the probability of occupying a W site,
^t1& 5 1/k1 is the mean W site residence time, andk is the
transmission coefficient for cage-to-cage motion.18 Our
theory thus provides a picture of cage-to-cage motion invo
ing transition state theory (k1•P1) with dynamical correc-
tions (k). For consistency with our earlier MFA, we as
sumed thatk 5 1

2 for all loadings. We further assumed th
occupancies at SII and W sites are either 0 or 1, and th
benzenes do not otherwise interact. We call this assump
the site blocking model. Finally, we allowed at most one
site occupant when some SII sites are vacant, motivated b

s

FIG. 2. SII↔W minimum energy path with transition state indicated in bo

FIG. 3. Schematic of benzene site lattice in Na–Y: cubes represent su
cages and cube vertices represent binding sites.
No. 5, 1 February 1998
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2164 Saravanan, Jousse, and Auerbach: Concentration dependence of diffusion in zeolites. III
the greater stability of SII sites. We call this last assumptio
the leading order approximation. With these assumptions
derived the temperature and loading dependence ofk1 and
P1,18 giving the following formulas forku :

ku>
3

2 S N2

N22N11
•

k1→1

k1→2
11D k2→1 , for N<N2 ~2.1!

→
V→`3

2 S 2

223u
•

k1→1

k1→2
11D k2→1 , for u,

2

3
~2.2!

>3S N11N22N

N121 D S N2N2

N D k1→1 , for N.N2 ~2.3!

→
V→`

3 ~12u!S 3u22

u D k1→1 , for u.
2

3
. ~2.4!

In Eqs.~2.1!–~2.4!, $ki→ j% are site-to-site hopping rate coe
ficients where the W and SII sites are denoted sites 1 and
respectively. The fractional loading isu 5 2N/3N2 whereN
is the number of benzene molecules, andN2 5 2N1 is the
total number of Na~II ! cations in the model zeolite.

In Paper II we reported KMC simulations of benze
diffusion in Na–Y for comparison with Eqs.~2.1! and~2.3!.

FIG. 4. Two-dimensional schematic of Na–Y:~a! Shows an instantaneou
configuration of benzenes at a certain loading. Black circles indicate bloc
sites while empty circles show unoccupied sites.~b! Illustrates mean field
theory at the same loading as~a!, by showing partially blocked sites with
gray circles.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
e

,

Since these formulas follow from assuming that benze
block sites but do not otherwise interact, the KMC simu
tions used fundamental hopping rate coefficients calcula
at infinite dilution to determine jump times an
probabilities.19 We found that Eqs.~2.1! and ~2.3! give ex-
cellent agreement with KMC simulations ofku for all tem-
peratures and loadings studied.19 As discussed in Paper I
these formulas are accurate up toT & 600 K andV & 100
Na–Y unit cells, using the rate parameters in Paper I. T
formulas become slightly less accurate for higherT andV as
the leading order approximation begins to break down. H
ing established the accuracy of our analytical formulas
ku , we investigate in the following sections the accuracy
our overall MFA, i.e.,D(u) > 1

6kuau
2 .

III. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY AND
CONVERGENCE

In this article we perform kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC!
simulations of benzene tracer diffusion in Na–Y to test t
mean field approximation~MFA! yielding D(u) > 1

6kuau
2 ,

by simulatingD(u), ku , andau . The KMC simulations of
ku presented below are performed exactly as describe
Paper II.19 Please see Ref. 19 for all computational deta
including the fundamental rate parameters used below.
completeness, we briefly review the KMC calculation ofku

andau .
In Paper I we obtain an analytical expression forku by

assuming that SII and W site occupancies are either 0 or
and that benzenes do not otherwise interact.18 For consis-
tency, the KMC simulations presented below use fundam
tal hopping rate coefficients calculated at infinite dilution12

The simulation cell is one Na–Y unit cell with periodi
boundary conditions, containing 32 SII sites and 16 W sites
For each molecule in the many benzene KMC simulation,
define cage-to-cage jumps, each with a particular hopp
length l and cage residence timet. Intercage jumps are
defined as follows: if thenth KMC step of thei th molecule
is a W site, we calculate the distance between benzene ce
of mass positions for KMC stepsn21 and n11. If this
distance is nonzero and different from characteristic intr
age distances8 @d~SII ,SII)55.48 Å, d~SII ,W!55.31 Å,
d~SII ,W8)58.74 Å, andd~W,W!58.79 Å#, a cage-to-cage
jump is registered withtn11 and r¢i(n11) stored as the ar
rival time and position in the new cage, respectively. T
residence timet is the difference betweentn11 and the pre-
viously stored arrival time, while the intercage jump lengthl

is the three-dimensional norm ofr¢i(n11) minus the previ-
ously stored arrival position. These quantities are avera
for each molecule over all time steps in a KMC run to yie
ku51/̂ t& and au

25^l2&. A convergence criterion is that a
molecules have essentially identical values ofku andau .

Given a set of fundamental hopping processes and ra
‘‘exact’’ diffusion coefficients can be obtained from a KMC
calculation of the mean square displacement~MSD!. For the
i th molecule, we obtain the diffusion coefficient according
Di(u)5limt→`^ur¢i(t)2r¢i(0)u2&/6t, wherer¢i(t) is the center
of mass position of thei th molecule at timet. The ensemble

d

No. 5, 1 February 1998
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2165Saravanan, Jousse, and Auerbach: Concentration dependence of diffusion in zeolites. III
averagê •••& is calculated by multiple-time-step, multiple
time-origin analysis of a single random walk.12 In this ap-
proach, we first choose a time bin width,Dtbin , usually a
fraction of the estimated mean supercage residence time
the timet5nDtbin , the mean square displacement of thei th
molecule is given by

^Ri
2~nDtbin!&5

1

Qi~n!( 8
lm

ur¢i~ l !2r¢i~m!u2, ~3.1!

where r¢i( l ) is the center of mass benzene position of m
ecule i at the KMC timet l . The sum is restricted to thos
pairs (l ,m) for which t l2tm falls into thenth time bin, char-
acterized byn5int@(t l2tm)/Dtbin#, andQi(n) is the number
of such pairs. The diffusion coefficient for a particular loa
ing is then obtained by averaging the individual molecu
diffusivities once these have reached satisfactory con
gence.

Figure 5 shows the convergence of diffusion coefficie
with the number of KMC steps at 300 K for 5 molecules p
unit cell. These diffusion coefficients are calculated fro
mean square displacements, and vary by less than 2%
106 KMC steps. At this loading, we can accurately avera
the MSD up to 3000 Å2 with 106 KMC steps, requiring less
than 14 CPU minutes per loading on an IBM RS/6000 Po
erPC 604e 200 MHz processor. Longer KMC runs were
quired for loadings aboveN532, in order to ensure that su
ficient exchange between SII benzenes and W benzenes
obtained. At these higher loadings, 108 KMC steps were re-
quired for convergence, requiring 8 CPU hours on an IB
RS/6000 PowerPC.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss KMC calculations ofD(u),
ku , andau , to test the MFA yieldingD(u) > 1

6kuau
2 . Before

comparing diffusion coefficients, we show in Fig. 6 th
simulated concentration and temperature dependence o
intercage jump length,au . Several remarks can be mad
about Fig. 6. First,au is greater than the static intercag
distance 10.76 Å,8 between adjacent supercage centers,

FIG. 5. Convergence of diffusion coefficients with number of KMC steps
300 K for five molecules per unit cell. Diffusion coefficients are calcula
from mean square displacements, and vary by less than 2% after 106 KMC
steps.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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all loadings and temperatures studied. This reflects the
that, on average, molecules enter and exit cages through
ferent W sites. Second,au increases monotonically with
loading, with an apparent cusp at 33 molecules per unit c
due to the finite simulation size. Increasing loading popula
W sites, from which the longer~W!cage1→~SII or W!cage2

intercage jumps can occur. Third,au increases weakly with
temperature for loadings less than 32 molecules per unit c
also because of enhanced W site population. The tempera
dependence ofau above 32 molecules per unit cell is neg
gible since filling SII sites makes the population of W site
nearly temperature independent.18

Pulsed field gradient~PFG! NMR diffusivities for aro-
matics at high loadings in Na–X decrease exponentially w
concentration.23 This effect has been attributed to the dim
nution of molecular free volume in Na–X leading to reduc
mean jump lengths and hence to smaller diffusi
coefficients.23 Our simulation results suggest that this inte
pretation may need to be reconsidered. Indeed, our pre
results show that the mean intercage jump lengthincreases
with loading for the reasons indicated above. This findi
implies that the loading dependence of PFG NMR diffusi
ties is controlled instead by the cage-to-cage rate coeffici
In a forthcoming publication we will explore how the load
ing dependence ofau is modified by including the full effect
of guest–guest interactions.25

Figure 7 shows a comparison of tracer diffusion coe
cients from~i! our analytical expression forku andau 5 11
Å ~MFA1!, ~ii ! simulated values forku andau ~MFA2!, and
~iii ! MSD calculations. Figure 7 demonstrates excelle
quantitative agreement among all three levels of theory
benzene diffusion in Na–Y. Since MFA1 assumes a cons
intercage jump length, Fig. 7 shows that the concentra
dependence of benzene diffusion in Na–Y is controlled
most exclusively by the cage-to-cage rate coefficient,ku . A
detailed discussion of the loading dependence ofku has been
given in Papers I and II in the context of our present s
blocking model.18,19 For completeness, the loading depe
dence ofku is briefly discussed below.

According to our site blocking model, i.e., Eqs.~2.1!–
~2.4!, ku increases at low loadings because of an entro
preference for occupying W sites as SII sites become

tFIG. 6. Intercage jump length versus loading, calculated from KMC for 3
and 400 K, compared to the static intercage distance.
No. 5, 1 February 1998
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blocked. Diffusion within the site blocking model becom
precipitously faster aboveu52

3 as molecules are forced t
occupy W sites, i.e., the operative temperature depend
changes fromk2→1 to k1→1. At the highest loadings, as a
most all W sites become occupied, the W site residence t
increases and slows diffusion. Comparison between
blocking theory and tracer zero-length column data26 shows
excellent qualitative agreement, with logDu}u for low to
moderate loadings. Comparing our theoretical results w
PFG NMR23 and with frequency response data27 yields
qualitative disagreement in the loading dependen
Kärger and Ruthven have recently reviewed this discrepa
in Ref. 13. In a forthcoming publication we will explore ho
the loading dependence of our predictedku is modified by
including the full effect of guest–guest interactions.25

Assuming normal diffusion holds, a rigorous measure
the error associated with our MFA is obtained by compar
MFA2 and MSD diffusivities. Figure 8 shows the loadin
and temperature dependence ofEMFA[(DMFA22
DMSD)/DMSD3100% for data in Fig. 7. Figure 8 sugges
that the magnitude and concentration dependence ofEMFA is
independent of temperature. We return to this issue be
For loadings less than 33 molecules per unit cell,EMFA is
comparable to the statistical Monte Carlo error in simula
quantities. This suggests that our MFA is essentiallyexact
when some SII sites are vacant. For loadings greater than
molecules per unit cell,EMFA increases roughly linearly with
loading to a maximum value of ca. 25%. This error aris
because the MFA neglects correlated motion, which
comes important at higher loadings. In the next section
explore methods for treating correlated motion in the limit
infinite vacancy dilution.

We note that the expressionDu51
6kua2 is sometimes

assumed1 to be exact for jump diffusion in cage-type ze
lites. While our present results suggest that this can be a
useful formula, it is indeed only an approximate one.

V. THEORY OF CORRELATED MOTION

Correlation effects have been recognized as playing
important role in the diffusion of vacancies in solids,28 and
quite an extensive body of work has been aimed at defin

FIG. 7. Diffusion coefficients versus loading for 300 and 400 K, calcula
by three methods listed in Table I.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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and calculating exactly these effects.29,30Although a number
of procedures exist for treating correlated motion at infin
vacancy dilution,29,31–33 its dependence with vacancy con
centration is more difficult to obtain.30,32,34,35Therefore we
will limit ourselves to the treatment of correlated motion
the limit of infinite vacancy dilution.

The mean square displacement~MSD! of a molecule af-
ter N jumps is given by29

^R2~N!&5K U(
n51

N

r¢~n!U2L 5 (
n51

N

^ur¢~n!u2&

12 (
n51

N21

(
n851

N2n

^r¢~n!–r¢~n1n8!&, ~5.1!

where the cross terms in Eq.~5.1! contain the statistical cor
relation neglected by our MFA. At low loadings, the ava
ability of symmetrically arranged target sites causes the
erage of these cross terms to vanish. When a mole
executes a jump at higher loadings, however, it leaves be
a vacancy that is likely to be occupied by a successive ju
Thus the correlation of successive jump directions at h
loading gives a nonvanishing average of the cross term
Eq. ~5.1!.

We can make progress with Eq.~5.1! by noting that at
loadings above 32 molecules per unit cell, the MSD fo
given molecule is almost exclusively a consequence of
→W jumps. As such, we can picture diffusion as proceed
on a lattice composed only of W sites. The error genera
by this approach, as compared to a more rigorous treatm
including all types of jumps, is less than one part in a tho
sand for 47 molecules per unit cell atT5300 K. The diffu-
sion coefficient is then expressed as the product of an M
diffusivity and a correlation factor, i.e.,D5DMFA• f . The
MFA diffusivity is given by

DMFA[ lim
N,t→`

1

6t (n51

N

^ur¢~n!u2&

5 lim
N,t→`

1

6t (n51

N

a11
2 5

Na11
2

6t
, ~5.2!

d
FIG. 8. Percent error between MFA and MSD diffusion coefficients, eva
ated as (DMFA22DMSD)/DMSD3100%.
No. 5, 1 February 1998
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wherea11 5 8.79 Å is the W→W jump distance. The firs
equality in Eq.~5.2! arises because only W→W jumps are
considered. In Eq.~5.2!, N is the average number of W→W
jumps for each molecule in timet. For 47 molecules per uni
cell, it is straightforward to show that (N/t)MFA5 6

16•
15
47

•k1→1, where k1→1 is the fundamental W→W jump rate
coefficient. The correlation factor takes the form:

f 5112

(
n51

N

(
n851

`

^r¢~n!–r¢~n1n8!&

(
n51

N

^ur¢~n!u2&

, ~5.3!

where we have extended the summation overn8 to infinity,
since correlation effects decrease very rapidly asn8 in-
creases. Due to the symmetry of the lattice, the classic
pression for the correlation factor is obtained:1

f 5
11^cosu1&
12^cosu1&

, ~5.4!

where^cosu1& is the average angle between a W→W jump
vector of a given molecule and the immediately followin
W→W jump vector for the same molecule. This analysis
valid whenever the mean square displacement is made
only of W→W jumps. A similar expression can also be o
tained in the general case, where all four types of jumps
considered.29 However, since we will only calculate the co
relation factor at infinite vacancy dilution, we will not deriv
this more complicated expression.

The correlation factor should not display any tempe
ture dependence, as long as the SII→SII and SII↔W jumps
can be neglected. This is because the present treatment
considers W→W jumps, and hence only a single jump ra
coefficient. The temperature dependence off 5D/DMFA

would thus cancel for a system with only a single time sca
This helps to explain whyEMFA in Fig. 8 is nearly tempera
ture independent. We can determine correlation factors f
the KMC simulations with 47 molecules per unit cell accor
ing to DKMC /DMFA . The results are 0.631 at 300 K an
0.667 at 400 K. Since the statistical errors in these KM
diffusivities are ca. 8%–10%, these simulated correlat
factors are statistically identical, validating the neglect
SII↔SII and SII↔W jumps.

Correlation factors have been calculated analytically
a number of different lattice geometries.29 We are not aware
of values given for the particular tetrahedral arrangemen
W sites corresponding to benzene diffusion in Na–Y, wh
is sketched in Fig. 9. Among the possible methods for c
culating f , we used a simplified expression of the origin
combinatorial method of Bardeen and Herring.28 Indeed, the
low precision of the Monte Carlo calculation, and the fa
convergence of the sums due to the lattice connectivity,
lows us to limit the summation thus rendering this meth
both easy to apply and physically meaningful. When perio
boundary conditions are considered, we used the matrix
proach to calculate exactly the expectation value of the c
relation factor.29
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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Let us suppose that, as in Fig. 9, a molecule has jum
from the site labeled 1 to the site labeled 0. The aver
angle between this jump and the next jump of the same m
ecule will depend on the site from which the vacancy n
exchanges with this molecule. Let us writep( i ) as the cu-
mulative probability to find the vacancy at sitei , such that
p( i ) 5 ( j 50

`pj ( i ), wherepj ( i ) represents the probability to
find the vacancy at sitei after j jumps. Given a simple
choice of axis system, we obtain̂cosu1&5 @2p(1)2p(2)
1p(4)1p(6)]/6. After a few jumps, the probability to find
the vacancy at a given site on an infinite lattice will tend
zero, and further will be the same for any site. As such, in
calculation ofp( i ) we need only consider a very small num
ber of jumps. Note that we must consider at least four jum
from the initial vacancy site 1, to populate sites 4 to 6. Lim
iting ourselves to three jumps, we find̂cosu1&520.231,
from whencef 5 0.625, a result very close to the simulate
value. Calculatingf with four jumps gives a very similar
result.

As indicated before, the KMC simulations have be
performed on a lattice of sites containing eight superca
with periodic boundary conditions. The relatively sma
simulation cell and the periodic boundary conditions sligh
change the site populations, as compared to the infinite
tice assumed in the previous paragraph. However, since
simulation cell only contains 16 W sites, it is easy to treat
exact connectivities, and therefore to obtain the relat
populationsp( i ) without limiting to only a few steps. This
approach gives a correlation factor that should match m
closely the simulated ones. Indeed, the value of 0.641
find by writing the populations of all 16 W sites comes ve
close to the KMC values 0.631 and 0.667.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have performed kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC! simu-
lations of benzene tracer diffusion in Na–Y at finite loadin
for various temperatures to test the analytical diffusi

FIG. 9. Lattice of window sites at infinite vacancy dilution; cubes repres
Na–Y supercages.
No. 5, 1 February 1998
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theory presented in Paper I.18 Our theory and simulations
assume that benzene molecules jump among SII and W sites,
located near Na1 ions in 6-rings and in 12-ring windows
respectively. Our diffusion theory is based on a mean fi
approximation ~MFA! which assumes that instantaneo
benzene occupancies in different Na–Y supercages are i
tical. This yieldsDu 5 1

6kuau
2, whereau > 11 Å is the mean

intercage jump length and 1/ku is the mean supercage res
dence time. In Paper I we obtain an analytical expression
ku by assuming that SII and W site occupancies are either
or 1 and that benzenes do not otherwise interact. For con
tency, the KMC simulations presented above use fundam
tal hopping rate coefficients calculated at infinite dilution.

KMC simulations ofD(u), ku , andau at 300 and 400 K
show that our MFA is essentially exact for loadings th
allow SII site vacancies, and that the concentration dep
dence is controlled byku . For higher loadings, the MFA
error is independent of temperature, and increases rou
linearly with loading to a maximum value of ca. 25%. Th
error arises because the MFA neglects statistical correla
between jumps when, e.g., a random walker jumps into a
site separating nearly empty and full cages. We presen
analytical theory for such correlated motion at infinite v
cancy dilution, which predicts the corresponding KMC sim
lated diffusivities to within statistical Monte Carlo error.

We have thus developed a useful, approximate mode
benzene tracer diffusion in Na–Y, from which we have d
rived simple analytical formulas revealing the temperat
and concentration dependence of the diffusivity. These
mulas have shown semiquantitative agreement with kin
Monte Carlo simulations using rate parameters consis
with those in the theory. Further study is required to det
mine how widely applicable the approach presented abov
to transport problems in other host–guest systems, suc
modeling tracer diffusion of other guests or modeling diff
sion in other zeolites such as silicalite.36 Regarding other
guest species, our present approach is useful when gu
diffuse through zeolites by making infrequent, uncorrela
jumps among relatively deep sorption sites. Regarding di
sion in silicalite, channel intersections are analogous
Na–Y supercages, while channels are analogous to W
connecting adjacent supercages. As such, our appr
should be applicable to studying mobility in MFI type ze
lites.

Since analytical theories can often display the phys
essential to a process more clearly than simulations, and
certainly more desirable in terms of computational effort
is important to extend the results presented herein to inc
the effects of medium to long range guest–gu
interactions.37,38 We will address the importance of these i
teractions in a forthcoming publication25 by considering how
nearest neighbor SII and W site occupancies affect bindin
site stabilities and residence times.
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